
Rent an Email List - Why it is Important to Opt For Opt-In
 

Email renting is basically a method of renting out an email list, also known as a list, to send

electronic marketing emails to potential customers. The list is often only used one time and

then you never see it again, the email marketer handles all the logistics of the email

campaign. It is more cost-effective than purchasing emails, as recipients on the list have

already consented to receive emails regarding certain topics. However, when renting email

addresses from a third party, you do not get full ownership of the email address and can end

up with unwanted sales or promotional offers in the future. 

 

There are several methods of renting email lists. One method is called Batch Marketing. In

this case, a business contacts several websites or organizations that have a large number of

potential customers. Batch marketing allows businesses to have access to thousands of

potential customers, resulting in increased sales and profits. 

 

Email addresses that are rented from third party providers are generally purchased in bulk,

allowing marketers to purchase as many addresses as they need for their promotional

campaigns. Businesses then buy these addresses from a lead magnet provider. In turn, the

lead magnet provider provides the addresses to a business owner who needs to forward

emails to the recipients. There are some lead magnet providers who require marketers to pay

a minimum amount of money if the prospects sign up for a subscription or opt-in email lists. 

 

Email marketing services generally work well for small-sized companies who lack the

resources or personnel to manage or launch a successful marketing campaigns on their own.

Renting FrescoData from gear companies allows small business owners to create a

database of email addresses that they can use to expand their market base. Renting email

lists from gdpr and other providers also allows marketers to focus on creating more effective

email campaigns. 

 

Gdpr hosting offers an efficient way to keep in touch with leads. The company will manage

the addresses provided by the client. This eliminates the problem of duplicate contacts,

which can easily happen when you try to manage the addresses yourself. This also allows a

business owner to add a personal touch to his emails. 

 

Renting an address list through gdpr allows marketers to easily manage a high volume of

addresses. Opt-in email lists are made possible through an enhanced deliveryability system.

Deliveryability ensures that recipients are able to receive messages from the provider and

unsubscribe from them at any time. 

 

When you rent an address list from gdpr hosting, the company will ensure that the addresses

are delivered to the recipients. Enhanced delivery ensures that recipients can receive mails

from the provider and unsubscribe from them at any time. This enhanced delivery system is

possible because the addresses are captured through an automated process and are

assigned to recipients through an autoresponder. In addition, we can create multiple lists for

https://www.frescodata.com/data-driven-subscription/


different purposes and categorize the mails accordingly. 

 

Another advantage of renting a list from Gdpr is to retargeting lists. The retargeting list comes

with subscribers who opted-in to the original email campaign. They can be considered as

pre-existing customers. It is possible to target these customers again for additional marketing

activities. The subscriber gets an additional email from the provider with details about the

new items and activities associated with the product. This is one of the ways in which a social

media company can effectively retarget a current customer through email campaigns. 

 

When we talk about the advantages of a social media campaign based on the real estate, we

cannot ignore the real estate aspect of the business. As mentioned above, it is very important

for a person to have a strong presence in the social media platform. And the best way of

creating a strong presence in the platform is through renting high quality landing pages.

Landing pages are the web pages that display information about a business and its offerings.

They are designed to improve traffic to the landing page and draw in the potential customers. 

 

The real estate aspect of the business requires a professional approach. And this requires a

lot of preparation and research. The best way to start preparing is to collect contact list and

analyse the data and then decide what the company needs to do to improve the outreach

and capture more email addresses. Once the data has been analyzed, it is easy for the

company to decide how to automate the process and make things easy for the provider. For

instance, if it is a real estate agency, all it has to do is create custom landing pages and link

them with the email addresses to which the visitors should subscribe. 

 

The advantages of renting email lists are plenty. First and foremost, it allows companies to

get the best rates from the providers. It also makes life easier for those who need to get

addresses for their target audience. At the same time, the company does not have to spend

a lot of money on acquiring such mailing list. All they need to do is find a provider that offers

high quality landing pages.


